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SUMMARY

The transplantation of pluripotent stem-cell-derived
neurons constitutes a promising avenue for the treat-
ment of several brain diseases. However, their poten-
tial for the repair of the cerebral cortex remains un-
clear, given its complexity and neuronal diversity.
Here, we show that human visual cortical cells differ-
entiated from embryonic stem cells can be trans-
planted and can integrate successfully into the
lesionedmouse adult visual cortex. The transplanted
human neurons expressed the appropriate repertoire
of markers of six cortical layers, projected axons to
specific visual cortical targets, and were synaptically
active within the adult brain. Moreover, transplant
maturation and integration were much less efficient
following transplantation into the lesionedmotor cor-
tex, as previously observed for transplanted mouse
cortical neurons. These data constitute an important
milestone for the potential use of human PSC-
derived cortical cells for the reassembly of cortical
circuits and emphasize the importance of cortical
areal identity for successful transplantation.

INTRODUCTION

Neurodegenerative diseases, brain injury, and stroke are major

causes of neuronal cell loss in the adult brain. Together with
2732 Cell Reports 23, 2732–2743, May 29, 2018 ª 2018 The Author(s
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in vivo reprogramming (Arlotta and Berninger, 2014; Gascón

et al., 2017), transplantation of neural cells is a promising avenue

for the replacement of lost neurons and damaged neural circuits

(Barker et al., 2015; Gage and Temple, 2013; Goldman, 2016;

Tabar and Studer, 2014). An ideal cell transplant approach

should lead to the replacement of the lost neuronal subtypes

and neural circuits in a comprehensive and specific way.

Compared, for instance, with the replacement of substantia ni-

gra neurons in Parkinson disease, this seems to be particularly

challenging for the cerebral cortex, both conceptually and tech-

nically, given its unparalleled neuronal diversity, complex con-

nectivity, and function. However, several independent studies

have demonstrated the potential of transplanted mouse cortical

cells, whether derived from mouse embryonic tissue or embry-

onic stem cells, for the replacement of lost neurons following a

cortical lesion in the adult mouse (Falkner et al., 2016; Gaillard

et al., 2007; Michelsen et al., 2015; Péron et al., 2017). Such

transplanted cells display specific patterns of synaptic inputs,

making them function in a highly similar way to endogenous neu-

rons (Falkner et al., 2016). They also present surprisingly high

levels of specificity in terms of cortex areal identity. For instance,

replacement of lesionedmotor cortex with embryonicmotor cor-

tex tissue (Gaillard et al., 2007) can lead to the selective re-estab-

lishment of motor axonal pathways, but the use of transplants

derived from the visual cortex does not lead to any efficient

repair. Similarly, the transplantation of mouse visual cortex-like

cells derived from embryonic stem cells (ESCs) (Gaspard et al.,

2008) can lead to the efficient replacement of lesioned axonal

pathways of the visual cortex but not the motor cortex (Michel-

sen et al., 2015). Thus, successful transplantation in these cases
).
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was achieved only if there was a match between the areal iden-

tity (frontal versus occipital) of the lesioned and the transplanted

cortical cells (Michelsen et al., 2015).

From a translational viewpoint, the ability of human pluripotent

stem cells (PSCs) to contribute to the repair of cortical lesions is

of paramount importance, given the limited availability of fetal

material. We and others have shown that human ESCs and

induced PSCs (iPSC) can be differentiated into pyramidal gluta-

matergic cortical neurons from all cortical layers (van den

Ameele et al., 2014; Eiraku et al., 2008; Espuny-Camacho

et al., 2013; Shi et al., 2012). The default differentiation of human

ESCs and iPSCs cultured in the absence of any morphogens but

in the presence of Noggin for human ectoderm acquisition reca-

pitulates several main hallmarks of in vivo corticogenesis, such

as temporal patterning in vitro (Espuny-Camacho et al., 2013).

Moreover, upon transplantation into newborn recipient mice,

the cortical neurons send specific patterns of cortical axonal pro-

jections at far distances from the graft location and are inte-

grated in mouse neuronal networks (Espuny-Camacho et al.,

2013).

Human ESC-derived neurons were recently shown to estab-

lish functional synapses following transplantation into damaged

cortical areas in the adult mouse (Tornero et al., 2013, 2017), but

the specificity of the cortical fate of the transplanted cells and of

their axonal input/output remains to be explored. Here, we inves-

tigated whether and how human ESC-derived cortical neurons

corresponding mostly to a visual-like identity (Espuny-Camacho

et al., 2013) transplanted into the lesioned adult murine cortex

could integrate into the lesioned area and participate in the reas-

sembly of cortical circuits. We found that the human neurons

transplanted into the lesioned cortex acquire the molecular

and axonal projection characteristics of all six cortical layers,

while displaying a high degree of visual areal specificity. They

also display features of functional neurons in terms of synaptic

connectivity. The success of transplantation is highly dependent

on a match of (visual) areal identity between the lesioned and the

transplanted neurons. These results imply that human ESC-

derived cortical neurons also can efficiently differentiate and

establish cortical-specific neural connections in the less permis-

sive environment of the adult lesioned brain.

RESULTS

Human PSC-Derived Cortical Neurons Integrate into the
Adult LesionedMurine Cortex following Transplantation
To determine whether transplanted human PSC-derived cortical

neurons can integrate in the lesioned adult mouse cortex, we

used focal cortical lesioning mediated by injection of neurotoxic

ibotenic acid, as used for the transplantation of mouse ESC-

derived cortical neurons (Michelsen et al., 2015) (Figure 1A).

Three days later, we transplanted cortical-like cells differentiated
Figure 1. Grafted Human ESC-Derived Neurons in the Adult Murine Co

(A) Experimental scheme of the lesioning/transplantation experiments in the visu

(B) Immunofluorescence image showing the GFP+ transplant (green) and MAP2

(C–J) Immunofluorescence images showing the GFP+ graft (green), beta 3 class II

the telencephalic marker FoxG1 (red; E); and the cortical layer markers Tbr1 (F),

Scale bars: 500 mm (B), 50 mm (C–J).
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from GFP-expressing human ESCs (Espuny-Camacho et al.,

2013) into the same lesioned area. This in vitro corticogenesis

model generates human neurons from all different cortical layers

in a temporal manner. We showed that such human cortical cells

transplanted into immunodeficient newborn mice generate neu-

rons with a visual-like areal identity at early stages that efficiently

integrate into mouse neural networks in vivo (Espuny-Camacho

et al., 2013). We, therefore, first focused on transplantation into

the lesioned visual cortex, as performed previously for mouse

ESCs (Michelsen et al., 2015). Following 3 weeks of in vitro differ-

entiation, GFP-expressing human ESC-derived cortical cells

were dissociated and transplanted in the lesioned visual cortex

of immunodeficient adult mice. The presence of the human

transplants was assessed by GFP immunostainings at 1–2 and

6 months post-transplantation (MPT) and found in 11 of 21

(52%) animals that underwent transplantation. As expected,

transplants were located in the cortex or in the underlying white

matter (Figures 1B, 2A, S1A, S1B, S2E, and S3A). We then

compared the transplants at 2 and 6 MPT for maturation and

integration.

At 2 MPT, transplants were still rather immature, with the pres-

ence of neural progenitors, displayed in rosette-like structures

and expressing markers of proliferation (Figures S1A, S1C, and

S1E), while the expression of mature neuronal markers such as

VGlut1 and NeuN remained low (Figures S1G and S1I). In

contrast, at 6MPT, the transplants, found in 58%of animals, pre-

sented a more mature pattern, with far fewer or no rosette-like

structures and with few proliferative cells or progenitors (Figures

S1B, S1D, and S1F). GFP+-transplanted cells were positive for

the human specific markers HuNuclei and human neural cell

adhesion molecule (NCAM), and broadly expressed the telence-

phalic marker FoxG1, the neuronal marker beta 3 class III tubulin

(Figures 1C–1E), and mature neuronal markers such as VGlut1,

NeuN, and MAP2 (Figures S1H, S1J, and 1B). Moreover, these

neurons expressed a diverse repertoire of layer-specific cortical

pyramidal neuronal markers, including deep layer VI; V markers

Tbr1, Foxp2, and Ctip2; and upper layer IV-II markers Satb2

and Brn2 (Figures 1F–1J and S2I–S2L), in accordance with re-

sults previously obtained with human cortical cells transplanted

in neonatal cortex (Espuny-Camacho et al., 2013).

We then examined qualitatively the patterns of axonal projec-

tions of the transplants. At 2MPT, consistent with immaturity, the

transplants displayed little neurite outgrowthwithin the host, with

GFP+ axons that were still positive for immature markers such as

doublecortin (DCX) (Figures S2A–S2D). Axonal processes were

detected mostly close to the site of the graft in the ipsilateral cor-

tex, with few GFP+ axons extending distantly along the corpus

callosum, along the internal capsule, and in the striatum (Figures

S2E–S2H). In contrast, at 6 MPT, in accordance with the expres-

sion of generic and specific markers of mature pyramidal neu-

rons from all cortical layers, the transplants displayed robust
rtex Express Telencephalic and Cortical Layer-Specific Markers

al cortex.

(red) staining of the visual cortex and the transplant.

I tubulin (blue), and the human markers HuNuclei and HuNCAM (red; C and D);

Foxp2 (G), CTIP2 (H), Brn2 (I), Satb2 (J) (red) at 6 MPT.



Figure 2. Human ESC-Derived Cortical Neu-

rons Send Numerous Projections to Specific

Cortical Targets following Transplantation

into the Adult Murine Visual Cortex

(A) Camera lucida drawing representing the trans-

plant located into the visual cortex and its pro-

jections at 6MPT.

(B–G) GFP+ axonal projections are detected by

immunofluorescence in different regions of the

mouse brain at 6MPT. Fibers are detected along the

corpus callosum (CC) (B) and external capsule (EC)

(C). Fibers are also detected in the striatum (CPu) (D),

visual cortex (E), thalamus (LD) (F), and superior

colliculus (SC) (G).

(F and G) Composite picture views made from the

stacked confocal images showing a broad area from

thalamus (F) and superior colliculus, midbrain (G).

Ctx, cortex; CPu, caudate putamen; LV, lateral

ventricle; Rt, reticulate thalamus; LD, laterodorsal

thalamic nucleus; VB, ventrobasal complex; Po,

posterior thalamic nuclear group.

Scale bars: 2 mm (A), 100 mm (B–G).
axonal outgrowth, with a high number of GFP+ projections

located at short- and long-range distances from the graft loca-

tion, including ipsilateral and contralateral cortical projections

(target of layer II-III cortical neurons), and subcortical projections

to striatum (target of layer V cortical neurons), thalamus (target of

layer VI cortical neurons), and midbrain/hindbrain (target of layer

V cortical neurons) (Figure 2).

Visual Cortical Transplants of Human PSC-Derived
Cortical Neurons Display Visual-like Long-Range Axonal
Projections in the Adult Brain
Next, we examined in more detail the pattern of projections from

the transplants at 6 MPT, especially in terms of areal specificity.

We found remarkable areal specificity of the axonal patterns, cor-

responding to visual and limbic cortex targets,within both cortical

and subcortical structures (Figures 3A–3E). In the basal ganglia,
Cell
transplant-derived projections preferen-

tially targeted the dorsomedial striatum

(DM) (a preferential target of visual cortex),

rather than the dorsolateral striatum (DL)

(preferential target of motor areas) (Figures

2A, 2D, 3A, 3B, and 3F). In the thalamus,

transplant-derived axons were detected

abundantly within visual/limbic thalamic

nuclei (e.g., lateral geniculate nucleus [LG],

lateral posterior thalamicnucleus [LP], later-

odorsal thalamic nucleus [LD]), while only a

minority of fiberswere detected in other pri-

mary non-visual thalamic nuclei (e.g., ven-

trobasal complex [VB], posterior thalamic

nucleus group [Po], ventrolateral thalamic

nucleus [VL], medial geniculate nucleus

[MG]) (Figures 2A, 2F, and 3C–3F). Within

the midbrain/hindbrain, transplant-derived

axonal fibers were detected mostly in the

superior colliculus (SC) and periacqueduc-
tal gray matter (PAG), which receive mainly inputs from the visual

cortex and the limbic cortex, while fewer or no projections were

detected in non-visual targets such as the inferior colliculus (IC),

pedunculopontine nucleus (PPTg), red nucleus (RedN), and pyra-

midal tract (Figures2A, 2G, and3F). In thecontralateral cortex,we

also observed projections at the level of the V1/V2 visual cortex

and less so at the level of themotor cortex (Figure 2A). A compar-

ison with data from the Allen Mouse Brain Connectivity Atlas

following anterograde injection into the V1 visual cortex shows

that projectionsof human transplantedneuronsmatch the normal

projections of the visual cortex (Oh et al., 2014).

These data indicate that human PSC-derived cortical neurons

transplanted into the lesioned adult visual cortex display a

mostly visual-like pattern of axonal projections, which is in line

with the patterns observed following neonatal xenotransplanta-

tion (Espuny-Camacho et al., 2013) and with what was observed
Reports 23, 2732–2743, May 29, 2018 2735



with transplanted mouse ESC-derived visual-like cortical neu-

rons (Michelsen et al., 2015; Gaspard et al., 2008).

Long-Range Projections and Transplant Maturation
Require a Visual Areal Identity Match
We found that the efficient integration of transplanted mouse

ESC-derived cortical neurons or murine embryonic cortical tis-

sue was achieved only if there was a precise match in the areal

identity between lesioned and transplanted cells (Gaillard

et al., 2007; Michelsen et al., 2015). Therefore, we compared

our results obtained with transplants into the visual cortex with

the outcome of the transplantations into a non-matching area,

the motor cortex at 6 MPT (Figures S3B and S4A). We detected

a transplant in 23 of 37 (62%) animals grafted in themotor cortex,

including in 82% at 6 MPT, a rate that is slightly higher than that

obtained with visual cortex transplantation, while graft volume

was not significantly different between visual and motor loca-

tions (Figure 4A). However, examination of the pattern of axonal

projections revealed that while a similar proportion of transplants

projected fibers to the striatum (91% in visual transplants versus

71% in motor-located transplants), fewer motor-located trans-

plants (<50%) sent long-range projections to the thalamic or

midbrain/hindbrain levels compared to transplants in the visual

cortex (91% in visual transplants versus 47% in motor-located

transplants) (Figure 4B). Moreover, quantification of the total

number of axonal fibers revealed that motor-located transplants

sent far fewer axonal projections to specific subcortical targets,

such as LG, LP, LD, SC, and PAG, with the exception of the stria-

tum when compared to visual grafts (Figures 4D and S4B–S4E).

It is interesting, however, that the distribution of fibers found in

the striatum, thalamus, and midbrain/hindbrain from motor-

located transplants also corresponded to a visual areal identity,

albeit at a much lower efficiency (Figure 4E).

We thenexamined inmoredetail the cellular composition of the

transplants in visual versusmotor transplants. As expected, both

visual and motor-located grafts showed broad expression of the

pan-neuronal marker beta 3 class III tubulin (Figures 5A–5F).

Notably, the percentage of Tbr1+ or Foxp2+ deep layer cortical

neuronswas not significantly different between visual versusmo-

tor-located grafts (Figure 5G). Alternatively, the expression of

mature neuronal and mature glutamatergic markers NeuN and

VGlut1 displayed lower levels of expression in motor transplants

(Figures 5A–5D). Similarly, Couptf1, an early marker of the occip-

ital cortex (Armentano et al., 2007) that is widely expressed in

ESC-derived cortical cells in vitro and following their transplanta-

tion in the lesioned visual cortex (Espuny-Camacho et al., 2013;

Gaspard et al., 2008), also was expressed at lower levels in the

motor-located transplants (Figures 5E, 5F, and 5H). Collectively

these data indicate that heterotypic transplants in the motor cor-

tex, despite the fact that they contain similar numbers of cortical

neurons, fail to re-establish long-range axonal projections and to

mature properly at the molecular level.

Human Transplants in the Visual Cortex Are Synaptically
Integrated into the Adult Mouse Brain
To determine whether the transplanted neurons actually inte-

grate at the synapse level, we performed specific marker ana-

lyses and patch-clamp recordings. Marker analyses revealed
2736 Cell Reports 23, 2732–2743, May 29, 2018
robust expressions of maturation markers for dendrites, axons,

and synapses (Figures 6A–6D).

To test functional maturation and synaptic integration, we then

performed patch-clamp recordings of transplanted neurons

from brain tissue slices prepared from late-stage transplanted

animals (8–9 MPT) into the visual cortex. This revealed that the

majority of the cells recorded (8 of 13) presented a regular ac-

commodating firing pattern that is characteristic of pyramidal

neurons (Figures 6E–6G, S5A, and S5C). Stuttering firing profile,

characteristic of some types of cortical interneurons, also was

detected in aminority of the cells (3 of 13) (Figure S5B), reflecting

that a minority of putative GABAergic cells also was present in

the transplants, as shown by Espuny-Camacho et al. (2013. To

test whether the grafted human neurons received functional syn-

aptic connections, we measured an electrophysiological corre-

late of incoming synaptic connectivity. We observed that the

human neurons displayed at rest excitatory postsynaptic poten-

tials (EPSPs), present in 3 of 13 cells (Figures 6H and 6I), confirm-

ing that the human grafted cells received functional synapses.

Finally, we testedwhether the humancells displayed signatures

of functional incoming synaptic activity frommouse neuronal net-

works. Wemeasured their evoked response to a train of extracel-

lular electrical stimuli applied onto mouse host cortical cells

located at a distance from the graft. The human neurons (three

cells of three tested) showed robust evoked synaptic responses

that could be blocked by specific glutamatergic (cyanquixaline

[CNQX] and 2-amino-5-phosphonopentanoic acid [AP-V]) and

GABAergic (gabazine) receptor antagonists (Figure 6J).

These data indicate that human ESC-derived cortical neurons

transplanted into the adult mouse cortex present a mature elec-

trical neuronal profile and are effectively integrated into the glu-

tamatergic and GABAergic adult mouse host circuitry at 8 MPT.

DISCUSSION

Cell replacement has been proposed and tested as a promising

therapeutic avenue for diseases characterized by specific

neuronal loss, in particular, Parkinson disease (Aboody et al.,

2011; Barker et al., 2015; Tabar and Studer, 2014), but whether

this approach could be applied to the loss of a wide diversity of

cells in complex structures such as the cerebral cortex is much

less clear to date (Goldman, 2016). Here, we differentiated hu-

man visual-like cortical projection pyramidal neurons and trans-

planted them into the lesioned adult murine cortex to test

whether these cells could contribute to the reassembly of

damaged cortical areas. We found that the human cortical neu-

rons integrated stably into the host-damaged cortex, expressed

molecular markers specific for different cortical layer neurons,

displayed robust and specific long-range subcortical axonal pro-

jections corresponding to the damaged area, and established

functional synapses with the host brain.

Efficient brain repair should not only involve axonal

outgrowth and the generation of synapses but also, most impor-

tant, should result in appropriate specificity in connectivity that

would resemble closely the damaged circuits that need to be re-

established. It is important to note in this context that we report

that the pattern of axonal projections from human neurons trans-

planted into the lesioned visual cortex corresponds to a visual



Figure 3. Human ESC-Derived Cortical Neurons Grafted onto the Visual Cortex Display Specific Visual Cortex-like Projections 6 MPT

(A and B) Immunofluorescence images showing numerous GFP+ axons in the visual cortical target DM striatum (A) and fewer in the DL striatum (B), which is the

target of the motor cortex.

(C–E) GFP+ axons also are detected in the targets of the visual cortex LG (C), LP, and LD (D) (thalamus) and fewer in the somatosensory-motor cortical target VB

(thalamus) (E).DM,dorsomedial striatum;DLdorsolateral striatum;LV, lateral ventricle;CC,corpuscallosum;dLG,dorsolateralgeniculatenucleus; vLG, ventrolateral

geniculate nucleus; LD, laterodorsal thalamic nucleus; LP, lateral posterior thalamic nucleus; VB, ventrobasal complex; Rt, reticulate thalamus.

(legend continued on next page)
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Figure 4. Successful Graft Integration of

hPSC-Derived Neurons into the Lesioned

Adult Murine Cortex Requires an Areal Iden-

tity Match

(A) Quantification of the graft volume of human

transplants located in the visual cortex or the motor

cortex. Data are represented as mean percent-

ages ± SEMs, compared to the value in visual grafts

as 100 (n = 8 animals with visual cortex grafts; n = 8

animals with motor cortex grafts). Student’s t test;

ns = non-significant.

(B) Quantification of the proportion of human trans-

plants presenting GFP+ fibers in striatum (yellow

bars) and thalamus and midbrain (green bars) from

the total number of grafts located in the visual cortex

or in themotor cortex. Data are represented asmean

percentages ± SEPs (n = 11 animals with visual

cortex grafts and n = 17 animals with motor cortex

grafts). Z test; ns = non-significant; *p < 0.05.

(C) Schematic illustration of the pattern of axonal

projections obtained following grafting of human

visual cells into the adult visual cortex (V1) (left) or the

motor cortex (M1) (right).

(D) Quantification of the total number of fibers in the

striatum, thalamus, and midbrain/hindbrain of grafts

located in the visual cortex or the motor cortex 6

MPT. Data are represented as SEMs (n = 11 animals

with visual cortex grafts; n = 17 animals with motor

cortex grafts). Mann-Whitney non-parametric test

for unpaired data; *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001.

(E) Quantification of the proportion of GFP+ fibers in

the striatum, thalamus, and midbrain/hindbrain of

grafts located in the motor cortex at 6 MPT. Data are

represented as mean percentages ± SEMs (n = 8

animals with motor cortex grafts). Wilcoxon’s non-

parametric test for paired data; *p < 0.05. DM, dor-

somedial striatum; DL, dorsolateral striatum; LG

lateral geniculate nucleus; LP, lateral posterior

thalamic nucleus; LD, laterodorsal thalamic nucleus;

VB, ventrobasal complex; Po, posterior thalamic

nuclear group; VL, ventrolateral thalamic nucleus;

MG, medial geniculate nuclei of the thalamus; SC,

superior colliculus; IC, inferior colliculus; PAG, peri-

aqueductal grey matter; PPTg, pedunculopontine

nucleus; RedN, red nucleus; Pyr, pyramidal tract.
cortical identity, thus potentially contributing to the reassembly

of damaged visual pathways. These findings are in accordance

with what we previously reported with mouse ESC-derived

cortical cells transplanted into the lesioned adult visual cortex

(Michelsen et al., 2015) and with transplants prepared from

mouse embryonic cortex (Gaillard et al., 2007).
(F) Quantification of the proportion of GFP+ fibers detected in the striatum, thalamus, andmidbrain/hindbrain

are represented as mean percentages ± SEMs (n = 10 animals). Wilcoxon’s non-parametric test for paired

posterior thalamic nuclear group; VL, ventrolateral thalamic nucleus; MG, medial geniculate nuclei of the th

PAG, periaqueductal grey matter; PPtg, pedunculopontine nucleus; RedN, red nucleus; Pyr, pyramidal tra

Scale bars: 100 mm.
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These data suggest that the human

cortical progenitors and neurons, similar

to those in the mouse, acquired a visual

cortical identity in vitro that wasmaintained
following adult transplantation, thereby allowing area-specific

re-establishment of visual axonal pathways.

Moreover, we observed that successful transplantation was

obtained only following transplantation in the visual cortex,

suggesting that areal identity match may be an important fac-

tor for successful cortical transplantation, as previously
of grafts located into the visual cortex at 6MPT. Data

data; **p < 0.01. LG, lateral geniculate nucleus; Po,

alamus; SC, superior colliculus; IC, inferior colliculus;

ct.



Figure 5. Visual Cortex Transplants of Human ESC-Derived Neurons Show Mature Neuronal, Glutamatergic, and Visual Cortical Markers

at 6 MPT

(A–F) Immunofluorescence images showing the GFP+ graft (green), beta 3 class III tubulin (blue), and the mature neuronal marker NeuN (red; A and B); the

glutamatergic marker VGlut1 (red; C andD); and the visual cortical marker Couptf1 (red; E and F) following transplantation into themotor cortex (A, C, and E) or the

visual cortex (B, D, and F) at 6 MPT.

(G) Quantification of the percentage of Tbr1+ and Foxp2+ cells among total GFP+ cells found in grafts located in the motor or the visual cortex. Data are rep-

resented as mean percentages ± SEMs (n = 4 animals with visual cortex graft; n = 4 animals with motor cortex graft). Student’s t test; ns = non-significant.

(H) Quantification of the percentage of Couptf1+ cells among total GFP+ cells found in grafts located in the motor cortex or the visual cortex. Data are represented

as means ± SEMs (n = 3 animals with visual cortex graft; n = 3 animals with motor cortex graft). Student’s t test; *p < 0.05.

Scale bars: 50 mm.
observed with transplanted mouse cortical cells (Gaillard et al.,

2007; Michelsen et al., 2015). Human ESC-derived neurons

were previously transplanted in damaged rodent cortex and

displayed evidence of synaptic input from the host brain and

improved functional recovery (Tornero et al., 2013, 2017), but

they showed little apparent ability to send long-range axonal
projections. The latter is reminiscent of our data obtained in

the motor cortex transplantation and may be the result of

lack of identity match between transplanted cells and the

lesioned area.

Conversely, our results contrast with several studies using, for

instance, human neural stem cell transplantations that led to
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Figure 6. Functional Maturation of Trans-

planted Human ESC-Derived Cortical

Neurons

(A–D) Immunofluorescence images showing the

GFP+ graft (green) and the dendritic marker MAP2

(red; A); the axonal marker Tau (red; B); the pre-

synaptic marker synaptophysin Syp (red; C), and

the postsynaptic marker Homer1 (red; D). Scale

bars: 50 mm (A and B) and 10 mm (C and D).

(E) Sample membrane voltage traces of a cell

evoked by the intracellular injection of hyper-

polarizing and depolarizing current steps (top) and

of a 10-s-long ramp current (bottom).

(F and G) Single-cell passive (F) and active (G)

membrane properties. Open circles correspond to

individual cells, with the bar representing the

population mean. Both passive and active prop-

erties are in the ranges that are observed typically

in cortical pyramidal neurons.

(H) Membrane voltage traces recorded intracellu-

larly from three different cells (blue, red, and black)

in current-clamp mode—without injection of any

offset current—display EPSPs (n = number of cells

for which the specific properties were determined.

(I) Spontaneous EPSPs properties, extracted by

fitting each spontaneous event with a double-

exponential function. Open circles are averages of

all of the events recorded in individual cells (n = 3

cells with significant spontaneous synaptic activ-

ity), with the bar representing the population mean.

(J) Sample membrane voltage responses of a

neuron (same cell as in H, black traces) evoked by

a train of 10 extracellular electrical stimuli repeated

at 20 Hz, with a last ‘‘recovery’’ pulse at 500 ms

delivered after the last pulse in the train. All of

the traces represent the average responses for

20–30 repetitions. The top trace shows the

evoked response during perfusion with standard

aCSF. The application of selective competitive

antagonists of a-amino-3-hydroxyl-5-methyl-4-

isoxazole-propionate (AMPA) and N-methyl-D-

aspartate (NMDA) receptors (CNQX and AP-V,

respectively) blocks the glutamatergic responses,

significantly suppressing the evoked PSPs (central

trace). The residual response was GABAA receptor

mediated, as demonstrated by its abolishment

following application of the GABAA receptor

antagonist gabazine (bottom trace).
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successful patterns of connectivity with the same cells indepen-

dent of the sites of transplantation (Doerr et al., 2017; Steinbeck

et al., 2012;Wernig et al., 2004). The differences could be caused

by distinct degrees of fate specification before transplantation.

Completely fated cortical cells, such as the ones used in this

study, do not display much capacity to be influenced by or adapt

to the host adult brain, while other ‘‘earlier’’ types of neural stem

cells that are less committed may be more capable of doing so,

as shown with mouse embryonic cortex (Gaillard et al., 2003).

These and our current data emphasize the importance of deter-

mining the underlying mechanisms regulating fate acquisition,

maintenance, and plasticity following transplantation because

these could have key implications for successful transplantation

in clinical settings. In addition, it will be important to test further

the relevance and importance of areal identity match by testing

the efficiency of human motor cortex-fated cells transplanted

in motor versus non-motor cortex locations, as was done with

mouse embryonic cortical cells (Gaillard et al., 2007).

Conversely, it will be interesting to determinewhether and how

molecular cues could be involved in the apparent area specificity

observed following adult transplantation. While it seems unlikely

that the re-establishment of damaged axonal pathways strictly

recapitulates developmental events, it is tempting to speculate

that specific guidance cues normally acting during embryogen-

esis (Vanderhaeghen and Polleux, 2004) may be residually ex-

pressed or re-expressed following lesions (e.g., on remaining

axons), thereby allowing the reassembly of lost neural circuits

with the observed specificity. In addition, it will be interesting

to test whether specific patterns of neural activity could

contribute to the area-specific re-establishment of damaged

pathways, as they do in normal development (Sur and Ruben-

stein, 2005).

In addition to long-range projections, the transplanted human

cortical neurons displayed electrophysiological properties that

indicate their functional maturation and integration with the

host brain. However, much work remains to be done to deter-

mine whether these neurons can function in a physiologically

relevant way, in this case to subserve visual function, as recently

shown for mouse embryonic cortex-derived transplanted neu-

rons (Falkner et al., 2016).

Moreover, while the use of visual neurons appears to be a fruit-

ful model to study function in an experimental setting, from a

therapeutic point of view, it will be important to be able to

generate human cortical neurons of other areal identities, such

as motor and somatosensory, and test their relevance for the

restoration of motor function (e.g., as would be mostly required

following stroke or brain trauma). The ability to obtain motor cor-

tex-fated cells is still missing in the field and will require a thor-

ough exploration of the spatial patterning cues that control

cortical neuronal fate in vivo and in vitro (Sur and Rubenstein,

2005). Another exciting approach would be to try to combine

the transplantation of cortical pyramidal neurons with cortical in-

terneurons, because the latter also have been shown to be able

to integrate following transplantation (Anderson and Vanderhae-

ghen, 2014; Cunningham et al., 2014; Maroof et al., 2013; Nich-

olas et al., 2013). Finally, it will be interesting to study the tempo-

ral aspect of human corticogenesis following transplantation in

the adult brain. Indeed, as observed for neonatal transplantation
(Qi et al., 2017; Espuny-Camacho et al., 2013, 2017), human neu-

rons mature and integrate into adult neural circuits only following

MPT. Human neurons transplanted in the neonatal or adult brain

appear to mature functionally following their own time-specific

pace, reminiscent of the neoteny that characterizes human

cortical synaptogenesis (Defelipe, 2011; Suzuki and Vanderhae-

ghen, 2015). Such a slow speed may constitute a hurdle for an

efficient use in clinical settings, although it may be necessary

to achieve the reassembly of neural circuits in a physiologically

relevant way.

In conclusion, we show here that human cortical projection

neurons can be efficiently transplanted into the lesioned rodent

cortex, with a specificity that may be highly relevant for the repair

of defined lesions of cortical areas. These data constitute an

important proof of principle to explore the possibilities and

mechanisms underlying the reconstruction of lost neuronal cir-

cuits in the adult mammalian brain.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Human ESC Differentiation into Cortical Cells

For the differentiation of human ESCs toward cortical progenitors and neurons

(Espuny-Camacho et al., 2013), cells were dissociated using StemPro Accu-

tase on day 2 (Invitrogen, catalog no. A11105) and plated on Matrigel (BD, hu-

man ESC-qualified Matrigel)-coated coverslips/dishes at low confluency

(5,000–10,000 cells/cm2) in MEF-conditioned human ESC/human iPSC me-

dium supplemented with rho-associated protein kinase (ROCK) inhibitor

(Y-27632; 10 mM Calbiochem, Sigma-Aldrich, catalog no. 688000). On day

0 of the differentiation, the medium was changed to default differentiation

medium (DDM) (Gaspard et al., 2008) supplemented with B27 (10 mL B27

per 500mLDDM,GIBCO) andNoggin (100 ng/mL, R&DSystems) (Espuny-Ca-

macho et al., 2013). At 16 days in vitro (DIV), Noggin was withdrawn and the

medium was changed to DDM and supplemented with B27 (GIBCO). At 24

DIV the human cortical progenitors were manually dissociated and a dilution

of 100,000 cells/mL was prepared for transplantation experiments, as

described by Espuny-Camacho et al. (2013).

Mice Lesioning and Grafting

All of the animal experiments were carried out in full compliance with the Uni-

versité Libre de Bruxelles Committee for animal welfare and Belgian and Eu-

ropean regulations. Data for this study are derived from a total of 58 adult

mice of both sexes (n = 37 for motor-located transplants and n = 21 for vi-

sual-located transplants). Lesioning and grafting experiments were per-

formed in 6- to 8-week old adult NOD/SCID mice, as described by Michelsen

et al. (2015). Lesioning was performed under anesthesia by focal stereotactic

injections of ibotenic acid either in the visual or motor cortex (20 mg of ibo-

tenic acid in 1 mL distilled water; see Supplemental Experimental Procedures

for coordinates). Three days after lesioning, approximately 100,000 human

ESC-derived cortical progenitors (in 0.5–1 mL) were injected in the visual or

the motor cortex.

Quantification of Axonal Projections

GFP+ fibers were quantified using a Zeiss Axioplan upright fluorescence mi-

croscope equipped with 20x and 40x dry objectives. The GFP was enhanced

by immunofluorescence staining against GFP. For the striatum, the total num-

ber of fibers was counted in one-sixth of the coronal sections collected for

each individual brain. For the thalamus and midbrain, fibers were counted in

half of the coronal sections collected for each individual brain. Data are repre-

sented as means ± SEMs. For the percentage of fibers, 10 and 8 animals were

used for quantification following transplantation into the visual and motor cor-

tex, respectively. For the total number of fibers in visual andmotor transplants,

11 and 17 animals were used for quantification following transplantation into

the visual cortex and the motor cortex, respectively.
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Quantification of the Tbr1, Foxp2, and Couptf1 Cells in Transplants

The percentage of Tbr1+, Foxp2+, and Couptf1+ cells detected among the

total number of GFP+ cells (human grafted cells) was counted on confocal ac-

quired images from immunofluorescence stained brain sections. Data are rep-

resented asmean percentages ±SEMs (n = 4�3 animals grafted into the visual

cortex; n = 4�3 animals grafted into the motor cortex).

Quantification of Graft Volume

The graft volume was measured from confocal images from the graft in serial

coronal sections corresponding to one-sixth of the mouse brain. Mouse brain

sections were immunostained with GFP antibody and z stacks of 10 mm were

acquired for a total of 6 steps (60 mm thickness). The volume of the graft was

calculated using Fiji software. Data are represented as mean percentages ±

SEMs (n = 8 animals grafted into the visual cortex; n = 8 animals grafted into

the motor cortex).

Quantification of the Proportion of Transplants with Subcortical

Projections

The proportion of visual and motor-located transplants projecting GFP+ fibers

into the striatum, thalamus, or midbrain/hindbrain was quantified by manual

counting from immunofluorescence stained brain sections using the GFP anti-

body. Data are represented as mean percentages ± SE of the proportions

(SEPs) (visual grafts: n = 11 animals; motor grafts: n = 17 animals).

Brain Tissue Slice Electrophysiology

Electrophysiological recordings were performed intracellularly on grafted neu-

rons in acute brain slices from mice at 8 and 9 MPT as previously described

(Espuny-Camacho et al., 2013). Briefly, 300-mm thick coronal slices were cut

in a sucrose-based solution and subsequently stored in artificial cerebrospinal

fluid (aCSF) before recording. Transplanted cells were identified by their EGFP

fluorescence and visualized using an upright microscope equipped with

infrared differential interference contrast (DM LFS, Leica Microsystems).

Whole-cell patch-clamp recordings and bipolar extracellular stimulation

were performed and analyzed as described in more detail in the Supplemental

Experimental Procedures.

Statistics

Statistical analyses were performed using PRISM (GraphPad). Appropriate

statistical tests were chosen in each case depending on sample size, data dis-

tribution, and number of comparisons. The percentage of axonal projections in

different subcortical targets for visual or motor transplants was analyzed using

the non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test for paired data, with *p < 0.05 <

and **p < 0.01. The total number of fibers in visual and motor transplants was

analyzed using the non-parametric Mann-Whitney test for unpaired data, with

*p < 0.05 <, **p < 0.01, and ***p < 0.001. The proportion of Tbr1+, Foxp2+, and

Couptf1+ cells was analyzed by Student’s t test; n.s. = non-significant; *p <

0.05. The proportion of graft volume in motor and visual transplants was

analyzed by Student’s t test; n.s. = non-significant. The proportion of trans-

plants with subcortical projections was performed following the Z test for pro-

portions; ns = non-significant; *p < 0.05.

Additional Methods

An extended version of the experimental procedures is described in the Sup-

plemental Experimental Procedures.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Experimental Procedures

and five figures and can be found with this article online at https://doi.org/

10.1016/j.celrep.2018.04.094.
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